













Synopsis: The present paper deals with some applications of surface phenomena to the development of environmental-
friendly iron and steelmaking processes aimed at architecture of recycling-oriented society. As one example， a 
recycle process of Cu and Fe from Fe & Cu mixed scrap by two liquid phase separation method is explained with 
some other unusual phenomena related to the combination of Fe & Cu. In addition， the author describes a trial of 
the application of capillary phenomena in solid CaO to dephosphorization of hot metal 
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Figure 3 Liquid phase separation between Fe-rich 
















Figure 4 Phase relations of liquid Fe-rich and liquid 



















































































Figure 5 Phase separation between Fe-rich and Cu-
rich phases in graphite crucible 
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と， Figure 9 ( b )に示すように液体の銅は直接接触してい
ない国体鉄の表面を這い上がり，さらに酸化の度合いを上
げると液滴は固体金属棒の上部まで這いあがることがわか





















Liquid Cu droplet i 
Figure 8 Experimental setup for wetting of liquid Cu 
droplet with solid Fe rod， Atmosphere : Ar + 




Sfronglv surface-oxidized Fe 
Figure 9 Wettability of liquid Cu droplet with 
(a) pure solid Fe rod， 
(b) surface-oxidized Fe rod 





Figure 10 Unusual wetting behavior of liquid Cu on 
surface of solid Fe sample. 
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Figure 1 2 Capilary phenomenon for absorption of 
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“'Capi/lary Refining" for Dephosphorization inιiq. Fe 
Penetration 。fMolten Slag 
with P20S 
into Capillary 
in Solid CaO 
て主=コInterface
Figure 1 3 Concept of capillary refining for de-
















Figure 14 Experimental apparatus of capillary refining 
for de-phosporization of hot metal. 
Figure 15は?この実験てイ専られたCaOるつぼ中への溶
融スラグの浸透と，それに伴う燐酸化合物の浸透状況を示













20 micro meter 
P20S 
Figure 1 5 Experimental results of capillary refining of 
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Figure 16 Micro-structure inthe penetration region in 
solid CaO crucible 
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Figure 18 Experimental result of capillary refining of 










し=( rσt/2η) 1/2 ・一 ・田・・・・田・(1)



























































Penetration of molten slag into a capillary 





















































Calculated results of penetration distance 
of molten slag with the ratio of surface 
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